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Te Wairoa, The Buried Village: A Summary of Recent
Research and Excavations
ALEXU SIMMONS

Te Wairoa, the Vuried Village', a small Maori and European settlement buried by the eruption of
Mt. Tarawera on 10 June, 1886, is probably the most visited archaeological site in New Zealand.
Its location near a tourist centre, Rotorua, and years of uncovering, site development and
interpretation by its owner Dudley Smith have added immensely to its public interest. The site is the
only direct exposure many overseas tourists and New Zealanders have to New Zealand history
through archaeology. January 1990 marked rhe first year professional archaeological investigations
have taken place at Te Wairoa. The Buried Village provides an excellent insight into life during the
late contact period in New Zealand, and is pertinent to our understanding of New Zealand culture
- Maori and European - today.
Te Wairoa was established in the 1850s in a small valley
near Lake Tarawera (Fig. 1). The village takes its name
f r o m a stream that meanders through the valley.
Establishment of the village is generally attributed to the
Reverend Seymour Spencer, a Church Missionary Society
parson, who constructed a home on Te Mu Hill, adjacent
to Te Wairoa, in 1852. The Spencer family had been given
the task of establishing a mission at Kariri (also known as
Ruakareo or Tauaroa), the principal pa or fortified village
of the Ngati Tuhourmgi on Lake Tsrawera in !ate 1843.
T h e move to nearby Te Wairoa was prompted by
exhaustion of the soils at Kariri and a decrease in tribal
warfare.
Historic references refer to Te Wairoa as a model Maori
village'. Its layout, dictated by Spencer, was based on the
English village plan recommended by the Reverend
Samuel Marsden. The whares or houses were laid out in
streets, each having their own carefully-fenced 100 square
metre (0.5 acre) garden (Fig. 1). The establishment of Te
Wairoa was slow initially owing to a land dispute between
the Ngati Tuhourangi and the neighbouring Ngati
Rangitihi, which made life outside a p a unsafe. Peace was
finally sealed in 1855 with the Tuhourangi gaining
ownership of Lake Rotomahana and the surrounding
lands.

THE MODEL VILLAGE
Te Wairoa was probably not laid out on a true grid as is
often stated i n descriptions of the village. Early
photographs, drawings and visitor descriptions as well as
the limited archaeological data suggest the village layout
was an interesting amalgam of traditional Maori and
English settlement patterns. The architectural features of
whares and houses in the settlement were also mixed. By
the later period of occupation the settlement was a jumble
of whares and houses of differing styles and materials.
Observers' opinions about the 'model village' differ.
Surveyor Stevenson Percy Smith visited Te Wairoa in
January 1858 and made the following observations:

...upon turning a comer we beheld a regular village
laid out in European style, instead of being huddled
up together in a heap, as most Maoris live ...The
Maoris have a mill here ...which is a very nice,
strongly-built little place: the stonework was done

by the Maoris (sic), and speaks volumes for their
mechanical skill; (we) passed over a little
trellis-worked bridge thrown across the Awairoa
(sic) river; it was made entirely by the Maoris as a
surprise for Mr Spencer when he returned from a
journey.'
Lieutenant Henry Stratton Bates visited Te Wairoa two
years later (March 1860). He was not overly impressed
with what he saw and noted in his journal:
We reached the mission settlement of Te Wairoa.
We were much disappointed with the first aspect of
the place ...a few whares scattered about a flat,
surrounded by steep hills, the whares being built
somewhat in the English style, with chimneys, and
not the picturesque appearance of Maori whares
generally, and an attempt having been made to get
the natives to build them in streets, the places
looked like an English settlement at its first outset
(not very cheerful in appearance). There was also a
small mill which was not working, and a small
timber European-built house which is intended as a
place for the Maori to hold meetings in, to play at
being magistrates and to talk treason in ...we took
up our quarters in a nice little bark whare with a
chimney. These were our best quarters since
leaving Pohui.
The earliest photography and a painting of the site by
John Kinder (January 1866) show a small settlement below
Te Mu Chapel.? The few whares pictured appear to be laid
out in a grid fashion with rectangular garden enclosures.
By 1864 at least one of the Maori occupants of Te
Wairoa was living in a European-style house. Lieutenant
Herbert Meade, visited the Tuhourangi paramount chief,
Wi Kepa Te Rangipuawhe, in December 1864 and noted:
We stopped to lunch at the house of a native
magistrate, named Kepa, a good example of the
civilisation which a thorough Maori will attain. We
f o u n d him living in a clean a n d o r d e r l y
weatherboard house with flooring, door and
windows, which together with his fumiture, had all
been constructed by himself. Our host himself, an
intelligent looking man, was very decently dressed;
and there was an air of comfort and neatness about
the place which forced us to confess that it was
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Fig. I : Map of 'Buried Village' or Te Wairoa.
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more like a residence of a civilised man &arn was
the dwelling of any white man or Maori that we had
seen since leaving Colonel H's hospitat Rouse at
Ta~ranga.~
The descriptive references to Te Wairoa are European
perspectives, and obviously coloured by prevailing
cultural values and attitudes. However, they indicate that
by the 1860s a substantial amount of European goods and
furnishings were in use at Te Wairoa,

EARLY TOURISM AND THE LAND WARS
The Pink and White Terraces on Lake Rotomahona were
gaining tourist attention as early as 1860. Lieutenant Bates
noted during his visit in March of that year:
We were much surprised at the march of
civilisation, as shown by a board which stood by
the entrance of the settlement [Te Wairoa] and on
which were inscribed the rates the natives required
for travelling as guides or taking visitors to
Rot~mahana.~
About 1865 the land wars and Te Kooti's Nauhau
rebellion resulted in temporary abandonment of Te
Wairoa. A few years later Spencer permanently abandoned
the 'Model Village' and moved to Maketu.

TOURISM
By 1870, following the wars, tourism was becoming an
important industry in the hot lakes district, perhaps
boosted by the visit that year of Queen Victoria's son the
Duke of Edinburgh. Other notable visitors included
Anthony Trollope in 1874, who described bathing in the
waters of t h e Pink terraces as 'intense sensual
e n j ~ y m e n t ' .The
~ increasing tourist population resulted in
the growth of Te Wairoa, aloss of emphasis on agricultural
pursuits, the demise of the grid patterned town and the
increased dissemination of European goods.
By 1876 a 16 kilomeae coach journey took the traveller
through the Tikitapu Bush, lit up at night with myriads of
glow-worms, past Tikitapu (Blue Lake) and Rotokakahi
(Green Lake) to Te W a i r ~ aThe
. ~ so called 'eighth natural
wonder of the world' had reached prominence on the
itinerary of overseas visitors as well as of New Zealanders.
The geothermal features situated on the shores of Lake
Rotomahana included seven and a half acres of white
silicate terraces, Te Tarata; and five and a half acres of the
exquisite Pink Terraces formed from the waters of the
Otukapuarangi geyser.
Artist Charles Bloomfield noted:
The tourist came every weekday, from 10 to 30 of
them, mostly moneyed people, from all parts of the
world. They would arrive at the White Terrace
about 11 am, view the sights there, the mud flat, etc,
and have lunch at a little boiling spring where they
ate potatoes and koura (freshwater crayfish)
cooked in the boiling water, cross over to the Pink
Terraces, bathe there and then go straight back'.8
Bloomfield did not note that European entrepreneurs
had also arrived.

OA: THE TOUNST VILLAGE
PRIOR TO THE ERUPTION
The Tuhourangi owned and controlled access to the
terraces and during the early years provided amenities for
the tourists, including accommodation (until at least 1872)
and a store (which closed in 1879). The Tuhourangi also
provided guides, canoe transport, dance concerts, and
other services. Among the guides were Sophia Hinerangi

and Kate Middlemiss who began a guiding tradition
dominated by women in Rotoma. The Tuhourangi lived
well during this period and were considered the most
affluent tribe in the country.
TraGtional clo&ing was largely replaced w i h European
clothing by the late 1870s, except for many of the
picture-taking sessions where an amalgam of both is evident.
Concert costumes were semi-traditional and evolved in
response to Victorian styles and materials. The women- who
performed in the meeting house Hinemihi at Te Wairoa wore white muslin bodices and short scarlet petticoats.
Despite contemporary reports that the dance concerts in
Ninemihi were vulgar and shocking, one less prudish visitor
commented that 'Save the legs, these women were less
exposed than European ladies in evening attire'!,
By the 1880s Europeans ran many of the commercial
enterprises at the village. The most popular hostelry was
Joseph McCrae's Rotomahana Hotel which consisted of 25
rooms including a sitting room, barldrawing room, smoking
room, dining room, kitchen and bedrooms. On request
McCrae would arrange for guides, boats, shooting parties,
etc. for his guests. The other hotel in the settlement, the
Terrace Hotel, was conducted on temperance lines, and
leased to Charles Humphrey. It was much smaller, consisting
of only 12 rooms. Two European-owned stores were also
operating: W.H. Bird's store (which he owned in partnership
with McRae) and Charles Roger's which was managed by
John Falloona. At the time of the eruption the stores had just
been restocked. Bird's stock was valued at 2500 pounds and
Roger's at 350 pounds.
Te Wairoa also contained a blacksmith's shop, operated
by Albert Fretwell, adjacent to his home. The Snow
Temperance Hall was located near Ninemihi (Fig. 1). The
temperance movement had become active in the village in
1881 under the guidance of W.A. Snow, a zealous
temperance crusader. The movement had begun to decline
by 1885. A school house and the school master's home
were located on Te Mu hill below the parsonage and
church. The flour mill was still standing in 1886, but had
not been used for many years. The majority of the
structures in the village were whares. Photographs suggest
the whares were consCructed of corrugated iron, timber
and raupo, with no two appearing to have been constructed
in the same manner.

THE ERUPTION
At the time of the eruption approximately 120 Tuhourangi
and about 15 Europeans lived at Te Wairoa. As it was the
end of the season few guests were lodging in the hotels. In
fact there was only one at the Rotomahana, the ill-fated
Edwin Bainbridge, and two at the Terraces Hotel, Charles
Stubbs and George Minnett. Ironically a number of Maoris
from other villages were attending a tangi or Maori funeral
at Te Wairoa; many did not survive the eruption.
Around 1:20 a.m. on June 10, 1886 an earthquake was
experienced and sightings were made of an ascending
cloud. A number of European residents observed that
Tarawera was throwing great balls of fire into the lake.
The viewers could not anticipate the next stage of the
eruption. The wind rose and what at first was believed to
be rain turned into a cascade of mud, stone and basalt
cinders. The residents sheltered in their homes, Sophia's
whare, Te Kepa's whare and Ninemihi. Props were used
to keep the roofs from falling under the weight of the mud
and scoria, and fires ignited by the burning cinders had to
be dampened. Many died while fleeing to safer shelters,
after becoming lost in the darkness and overcome by the
falling debris. Detailed documentation of the eruption
events can be found in several books, the best being that
of R.F. Keam.

The eruption continued until about 6:30 a m , s n 18Jwe.
Approximately a metre of mud and scoria had fallen on the
village. When the light was sdficient ah about 7:15 a m ,
Europeans and Maoris in ones and twos, as well as groups,
set OKfor Ohinemutu (Rotama). Rescue parties passed the
weary stunned survivors. A few of the more able-bodied
survivors chose to return to Te Wairoa to aid in digging
out survivors.
One of the first reporters at the scene mote:
Many of the smaller whares withstood the impace
of the eruption. Nearly all the large houses were
destroyed. There were probably 70 houses at
Wairoa and not Len remain, of which half are not
worth repairing. Starving horses, cattle, pigs and
dogs were wandering in all directions, as all the best
feed in the country is covered.Io
Looting had began as Rogers' store was wrecked and
some of his stock carried away. Private houses were also
looted.

TIE WAIROA: THE "IBBIRIED VILLAGE9
Not long after the eruption the devastated village was
drawing visitors who were willing to brave the bridle track
to the site. The Terrace Hotel still had three or four
habitable rooms which sightseers could use during their
visit to the 'Buried Village' and the new thermal features.
The road to the "uried Village' was improved in the
1890s. The government developed 'the Round Trip' to
Waimangu Geyser and the nearby thermal valley, etc., and
advertised them as 'the new thermal wonders'.
T h e m e e t i n g house, Ninemihi, was s o l d to
Governor-General William, the fourth Earl of Onslow, in
1891, and can now be seen at the Earl's country seat in
C3mdo:: Park, Suxey, Englrsid. The pron-rtxl
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the National Rust.
In 1906 an accommodation house and tea kiosk were
established at Wairoa by Cecil Way, grandson of the
Reverend Spencer. Shortly thereafter the building burnt
down but was immediate1y replaced. The 'new' tea rooms
lasted until their replacement in 1977. In 1931 Way sold
the overgrown property to Reginald Smith. In the process
of establishing pasture in the early 1930s Reginald's sons
Dudley and Basil became interested in the buried houses
scattered across the site. They began the process of
excavating many of the structures. Today the developed
portion of the property is owned by the Smith Trust. The
'Buried Village' encompasses about one third of the
village site. The remainder of Te Wairoa, with the
exception of Te Mu, is owned by the Tuhourangi and
leased as pasture to the Smith Trust.
The development of displays and excavation has
continued to be a family venture for many years. Based on
historic photographs and a survey of the site a substantial
number of structures remain unexcavated. The structures
that have been excavated are interpreted in a pamphlet
and/or tbrough signage. A number of the excavated whares
and houses have been walled and/or roofed to create the
feeling of the old village and protect the house/whare
outlines. Portable artefacts are displayed in cases with
minimal interpretation. To maintain the ambience of the
eruption there has been little or no cleaning of the artefacts.
The first professional archaeological work was initiated
in November 1989 as an offshoot of liaison activities
between the Deparlment of Consewation, Rotoma and
representatives of the Smith Trust. At that time the Smith
Trust was interested in preserving deteriorating floor
boards at the Rotomahana Hotel. Two discrete but
complementary projects were carried out at the Buried
Village. The first was a project to record the existing

col^recrion of mefacts from the Village, which me on
display and in storage. They have been carefully collected
by the propeny owner and manager over the past fifty
years. The second project. focused on excavating the
remainder of the hoeel and excavaeirng two whares,

RECORDING
In November 1989 a small grmt was obtabed fram the
New Zealand Historic Places Trust to record the Buried
Village collection. The etefacts on display, as well as a
substmtial number of broken artefacts in storage at the
Buried Village, were catalogued on artefact deseripkion
sheets. Artefacts on display at the Buried Village Museum
but which are not from Te Wairoa were not recorded.
The artefacts were then inventoried on a computer file
catalogue (currently in a first draft form). The majority of
the artefacts were from the Rotomahana Hotel, the
remaining circa 20 percent being recovered from the other
structures in the village. Only a general analysis has been
undertaken thus far. The analysed data suggests that the
Rotomahana Hotel could be termed a 'high class' lodging,
particularly for a hotel on the frontier.
Included in the inventory of tableware were many tea
sets including a willow set by "Blair China England' with
gilt detail. The standard tableware included two sets of
'Asiatic Pheasant>roduced by approximately nine
different manufacturers and a blue banded type that
appears to have had several manufacturers. The latter does
not feature any manufacturers' marks. The toiletware
included approximately seven sets, along with miscellaneous chamber pots. The toiletware sets manufacturers include "oulton', and 'Thomas Furnival &
Sons', The inventory also includes majolica ware plates
arid f h e green glass wine gnb!e?s. The collection is of
course more subsiantial than most samples derived
archaeologically from hotel sites due to the nature of the
cataclysmic events surrounding its demise. Despite the
differences in sample size the Rotomahana Hotel artefacts
appear to be a class above the standard found in other
up-country hotel sites in New Zealand. The apparent status
differential probably reflects the hotel's focus on
'overseas tourists9 and/or the proximity of the hotel to
distributors, i.e. to Auckland. The number of ceramics that
date to periods after the eruption is an interesting aspect
of the assemblage. The ceramics were ascribed dates
according to Godden's
The ' l a t e '
ceramics include a series of vessels of the same type, such
as the Blair tea sets, not just one offs that could have been
left by picnickers. The site is also far enough away from
the Tenaces Hotel to exclude use of it as a dump site.

EXCAVATION
Archaeological excavations were carried out from 8
January to 2 February 1990. Prior to the excavation
historic photographs, pertinent literature, and the existing
collection and smctural remains at the 'Buried Village'
were studied. The r e s e a r c h q u e s t i o n s included
ascertaining the degree of integrity and content of the
remaining in siiu parts of the hotel, as well as the whares
which may also have been disturbed by looting
immediately after the eruption. &ganic preservation was
also of interest because although a substantial collection
of artefacts has been accumulated over the past 50 years,
organic material and metal artefacts are not well
represented. Therefore careful recording of in situ artefact
locations, collection of organic material, recording soil
changes and mapping architectural features, were
considered of importance.

F i g . 2: Plan of Rotomahana Hotel.

which included the dining room fell inwards with one
crash and the roof and the upstairs portion fell down
beIow'.l3
Architectural investigations and historical notes
indicate the hotel consisted of two slructures which were
not on the exact same axis. The back building may have
been the Rotomahma Hotel's predecessor, the original
Cascade Hotel. The structures were probably connected by
a covered way. 'At about 4 am the detached kitchen and
pantry collapsed'. The Smith family found a substantial
amount of ceramics in the gridded area, suggesting this
area was probably a tableware pantry (Fig. 2). Excavations
in the unexcavated block on the east side of the hotel
indicated that most of this area was disturbed (Fig.2). This
was not totally unexpected since historic records indicate
that McCrae recovered five wagon loads of goods from the
hotel, and it was also looted and later fossicked, and
finally in circa 1890 the swucture was burned, destroying
the majority of the timber above ground.
Among the artefacts recovered from an undisturbed area
of the dining room were a woollen table covering with
fragments of linen and six very deteriorated tablespoons
on top of it. The cloth was a brown print set on polished
boards (udike the tongue and groove flooring). A glass
cruet and fragments of another cruet, a broken tumbler and
pieces of a wine decanter were found in this area along
with the back or seat of a wicker chair. Fragments of the
latter were too deteriorated to be salvaged, but were drawn
in situ.
One intact activity area was exposed at the back of the
older building adjacent to the external oven, the kitchenskullery area. Features and artefacts in this area included
evidence of structural changes, a drain pipe, lamb stew in
the making, a spice bottle and an upturned tray of glasses
with an open bottle with a serviette around the neck. This
activity area was the most intact and congruent area
defined.

Research concerns related to the lifeway of inhabitants
of the whares included: their period of occup=cy and
occupant(s); the extent/use of Maori versus European
dietary items and material goods; whare and outbuilding
architecture and features, and spatial arrangements. Since
a substantial collection of material goods from the hotel
had already been collected, the questions posed about the
hotel related more to its physical features, the size, extent
and physical relationship of the buildings (the hotel was
made of two separate structures), architectural changes
and features, and the layout. The hotel furnishings, i.e. the
style of chairs, table coverings, wall and floor coverings
were also of interest.
The majority of the hotel had been excavated by the
Smith Family over a 30 year period. Therefore the
investigation of the hotel site concentrated on detailed
mapping of the existing structural remains. A variety of
methods were used to define the parameters of the hotel,
including test units, augering, area excavations, and
measurements determined by scaling features depicted on
contemporary photographs. A double sided fireplace, with
the fires probably opening to the sitting room or smoking
room and drawing room, was the central feature of the
front portion of the ground floor of the hotel (Fig. 2). The
Smith Family recovered a large block of greenstone
(nephrite jade) in the fireplace area, which is believed to
have come from the mantle.
Immediately west of these rooms there was a bar with
an underfloor cellar. Not surprisingly the Smiths found
little liquor in the cellar because shortly after the eruption
'McCraeYsspirit cellar had been broken into and two men

Only one of the whares was excavated due to time
constraints (Fig. 3 ) . The whare farthest from the hotel,
which was designated whare A, was initially tested by
locating one by two metre sampling units in the whare
chimney area and the yard. It was believed to be
undisturbed except for a 30 cm square hole dug near the
chimney. The stratigraphy was quite straight forward. The
one anomaly being a midden deposit located on top of the
sterile mud which capped the whare. The midden, which
was not readily apparent on the surface, contained sheets
of broken window glass and ceramics similar to those
recovered from the hotel as well as household product
bottles, patent medicine bottles, a ceramic handle from a
beer tap, a ceramic door handle, a large tablespoon with
'JP' engraved on the handle, a small ceramic doll, and
plate fragments. Other artefacts included plates featuring
transfer prints not represented in the existing Hotel
collection, fragments of a wool gament with a three piece
button inscribed 'Dowler & Son's Birmingham', a type
popular around 1925. A fragment of a bottle embossed
with the inscription 'For Glossing Print9(s), and a small
chisel made of West Coast nephrite were also recovered.
The midden contained bottle types which differed from
those found in the hotel, e.g. an etched 'Hancock's
Irnperial Ale 9 Cold Medals'. It has a kickup base and a

were found lying intoxicated in the wrecked hotel, Others

Crown cap, Grown caps were patented in 1892. The

had seized the remainder of the liquor and carried it
away'.12 Behind the bar there was a bedroom with a bed
frame still in place. A dining room was located south of
the fireplace which would have been the back of the
Rotomahana Hotel proper. 'The whole back of the house

midden artefacts were found within a dark organic soil and
not stratified except in the hearth area where the major
concentration was located. To date only a small portion of
the midden has been catalogued and analysed. Based on
this limited data it appears that the depression left by the

WNARE EXCAVATION

F i g . 3 Excavation plan of Whare A .

collapsed whare became a disposal site during post
eruption excavations of the hotel and possibly the
surrounding whares. The midden must have continued to
be used a s a garbage dump by picnickersJcampers,
resulting in the deposit of the more recent artefacts. It does
not appear to be related to fossicking activity about 1920
or later since a number of the recovered artefacts were
collectables.
Underlying the midden was approximately 50 to 70 cm
of sterile wet sticky grey mud and scoria. The scoria was
often in lenses. The remains of vertical posts were
apparent along the north wall of the whare. The south wall
was marked by soil colour changes and a few horizontal
board fragments where the wall should have been (see Fig.
3 ) . The whare measures 4.40 metres x 2.60 metres, with
the chimney projecting 80 cm out from the east wall. The
whare was roofed with corrugated iron. Cormgated iron
and raupo were used as siding in conjunction with a
system of vertical posts and horizontal boards. A large
board was located on the floor near the northwest end of
the whare, possibly the paepae (door lintel). Toward the
hearth end of the south wall, remnant boards and artefacts
suggest a cupboard was located there which had collapsed
outward. Artefacts from this area included a fragment of
a whisky flask, a 'Davis Vegetable Painkiller' bottle, a
drinking glass fragment, a latch, a twist neck salad oil
(olive oil) bottle, part of a green ring seal type bottle, clear
lamp chimney fragments, a few small ceramic sherds, an
enamelled plate fragment and a scrubbing brush.

It would be interesting to carry out further excavations
in this area since only a minimal amount of small crockery
fragments were recovered from the whare and the majority
were from this area. There is a paucity of ceramic wares
associated with the whares excavated by the Smith Family
at the village. A few cooking pots and enamel ware are all

that is represented in the 'Buried Village' whare displays,
suggesting minimal use of European tableware.
Other architectural features included a shed or lean-to
in the east corner near the hearth which contained a small
barrel, possibly used for water storage. The one by two
metre unit located south of the whare exposed the comer
of another structure. The structural wall consisted of
vertical boards and fragments of zinc sheeting extending
30 cm below the ground surface. Deteriorated fragments
of a flax mat with bracken fern underlying it and shotgun
shells casings on top were located on the floor in the comer
of the structure. The shells were made by Eley of London
and are of a type manufactured before the eruption.
Unfortunately time prevented further excavation of this
structure.

Internal furnishings found in Whare A included: a chair
with wicker seat and hand carved knobs which was located
near the hearth; a rectangular table with small cupboard
set in the middle against the wall; a cooking pot; one fresh
water mussel; and some vegetable matter (which has not
yet been analysed); and a patent medicine bottle (Fig. 3).
Other dietary remains indicate that the whare occupant(s)
consumed some pork and beef, and on the evening of the
eruption may have been dining on freshwater mussels
(kakahi). The Arawa people were known to dredge for
kakahi, which are available in the lakes near Te Wairoa.
Not only was the kakahi found on the table and in the
hearth, but deposits were found outside the whare in
several locations. Based on the depositional pattern, and
the size and completeness of the shells, the kakahi were
being used as food rather than as tools.
A few peach pits were also recovered. This came as no
surprise as Te Wairoa was known for its fruit trees

including peaches, Only a few artefacts representing
processed foods were recovered comprising a small oil
bottle and fish tin. The latter was found outside the front
of the whare. Both could have been serving secondary
purposes. The nearby hotel would have discarded many
useful containers and bottles which may have been reused
by the whare's inhabitant(s). As noted previously two
patent medicine bottles were found mavis Vegetable
Painkiller' in the cupboard area and a bottle on the table).
A few patent medicine bonles and stove blacking bottles
are found in the displays in several of the whares in the
village. Whether these bottles were being used as products
or were in secondary use is difficult to ascertain.
Other internal features and artefacts included parts of a
headboard for a single bed on the southwest wall (no
additional fragments of the bed were found). Among the
artefacts recovered from the floor were pieces of apparel,
a waistcoat, fibres probably from a blanket, flax fibre, and
a flax mat fragment (Fig. 3). The mat fragment was done
in Torua Whakatakoto or horizontal twilled two's pattern.
Under the mat was a nickelsilver plated teaspoon. Metal
hooks and large segments of a mirror were also recovered
in this fibre-rich area. A pair of shoes, and a pair of shoe
heels (one having part of an inner sole attached) were
found in the central portion of the whare floor. The shoes
are both adult sizes and have machine-nailed soles and
hand-nailed heels. The more complete pair is larger than
the other pair and has a different wear pattern on the heels
suggesting the shoes belonged to two different
individuals, which in turn would suggest that the whare
was occupied by at least two adults at the time of the
eruption. Alternatively the shoes may have belonged to
one individual and been acquired second hand, which
would also explain the size and wear pattern differences.
A fish tin, a Bell and Black matchbox fragment, an 1883
one shilling piece, and a buckle from a horse halter were
uncovered immediately in front of the whare. Other
artefacts included several horse shoes (one in the hearth,
the other with a Bell and Co. matchbox rusted to it), clay
pipe pieces (that represent at least two pipes), buttons,
slate pencils, several side sections from a Schnapps bottle
and numerous nails of different sizes.

CONCLUSIONS
Whare A was obviously abandoned at the time of the
eruption. How long the structure had been occupied, by
possibly two adults is uncertain; possibly five years or
less. The whare was undisturbed by fossicking, possibly
because the collapsed whare site was used as a dump
during the period immediately after the eruption.
Acculturation of the whare resident(s) appears to be
limited. Although a substantial percentage of the
recovered artefacts are of European origin (including
furnishings, clothing, household containers, dietary items,
and building materials) there were also many traditional
Maori elements such as kakahi; the probable use of
sleeping mats with bracken fern mattressing; the
construction is characterised by whare dimensions,
framing system, building materials such as raupo, and
features such as a paepae (door lintel); and very limited
use of European cookingleating wares and utensils.
One of the results of the excavation has been the
clarification of the potential for Te Wairoa to provide
insights into acculturation during the missionary period
and the later part of the Ewropean contact period. Even the
disturbed areas of the site which were sampled, such as the
Rotomahana Hotel, still have the potential lo yield
substantial information. Analysis of the data has only just
began, consequently interpretations at this stage are
somewhat tentative. Further comparison with other sites

of similar age and type is also necessary to place the site
in historical and cultural perspective.

These two projects would not have been possible without
the initial liaison contacts made by Chris Jenkins
(Department of Conservation, Rotorua), and Dr Neville
Ritcbie (Depatment of Conservation, Hamilton) and the
co-operation and interest of 'Buried Village' Manager
Patrick McGrath and Dudley Smith. I appreciate the
positive approval of Kura Waaka, Ngati Tuhourangi and
hope the information obtained adds to their tribal history
in the area. My sincere thanks also go to the volunteers
who made the excavation possible. The New Zealand
Historic Places Trust provided a small grant for recording
the existing collection, and the Skinner Fund of the Royal
Society and the Smith Trust also provided financial
support for aspects of the excavation.

NOTES
1. Taylor 1959: 376-377.

2. Historical Journal of the Auckland Waikato Historical Society
(HJAWHS) 19695.
4. In Scobie

7. Savage

1988:49-50.

1986:16.

8. In Conly 1985:23.
9. Senior 1880 in Te Awekotuku 1981:160.
10. Moss in Keam

1988:172.

11. G.A. Godden 1984.

12. Keam

1988:285.

13. Keam 1988:139.
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